Regulatory T cell defect in APECED patients is associated with loss of naive FOXP3(+) precursors and impaired activated population.
The pathogenetic mechanisms of organ-specific autoimmune diseases remain obscured by the complexity of the genetic and environmental factors participating in the breakdown of tolerance. A unique opportunity to study the pathogenesis of human autoimmunity is provided by autoimmune polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-ectodermal dystrophy (APECED), a rare inherited autoimmune disease caused by mutations in Autoimmune Regulator (AIRE) gene. Loss of AIRE function disrupts the deletion of autoreactive T cells and impairs the suppressive function of regulatory T (Treg) cells. Here we show by multiparameter flow cytometry that in healthy controls the peripheral naive Treg cell subset forms a slowly dividing, persistent reservoir of recent thymic emigrants (RTEs). In APECED patients the RTE Treg cells show accelerated turnover and shift to the activated pool and the RTE reservoir is depleted. Moreover, the activated Treg cell population in the patients expresses significantly less Forkhead box protein P3 (FOXP3) than in the healthy controls, consistent with the impairment of peripheral activation. Our results indicate that in addition to their thymic effects, loss-of-function mutations in AIRE disrupt the peripheral homeostasis and activation of Treg cells. This may synergize with failed negative selection to cause APECED.